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Today Topics

I Discrete PCT symmetries

I CP-violation

I CKM matrix

I Axions



Discrete PCT Symmetries

I Define a quantum mechanical operator O, if O describes a
good symmetry physics will looked the same before and after
operation with O. If not, we say that the symmetry is broken,
i.e., the symmetry is not protected by the nature

I Parity P, is defined to be a reflection on a mirror plane
followed by rotation of π around an axis of the mirror plane.

Note that

P[~r ] = −~r , P[~p] = −~p, P[~L] = ~L

Vector change sign under P, but
pseudo-vector do not. Note also
that

P2 = 1, [P,HW ] 6= 0



I P-violation in beta decay, C.N. WU (1956)



I Charge conjugation C is defined to complex conjugation of

the quantum field φ
C−→ φ∗, it changes matter into anti-matter

and vice versa.. Note that

C [e−] = e+, C [γ] = γ, C 2 = 1, [C ,HW ] 6= 0

This is matter and anti-matter have different weak interaction.

Note that CP is conserved in beta decay.



I Time reversal T is defined to be a reverse all time direction
t

T−→ −t. Note that

T [~r ] = ~r , T [~p] = −~p, T [~L] = −~L, T 2 = −1

T is an anti-unitary operator.

I PCT-theorem Let φ(t, ~x) represent a quantum field particle,
so that

PCT [φ(t, ~x)] = φ∗(−t,−~x)

This is PCT transform particle to its anti-particle moving
backward in time ans has opposite helicity

h =
~s · ~p
|~p|2

I PCT is conserved in standard model, but PC is violated in K
and B mesons decay



Quarks Mixing

Different weak interactions between lepton and quark







GIM mechanism of meson decay



GIM mechanism of meson decay



CKM matrix



(From http://www.physik.uzh.ch/de/lehre/PHY213/FS2017.html)


